Special Stick Gas Toster
cheese melter warming oven toaster oven - “non-stick” properties of such materials. > this warranty does
not apply to "special products" but to regular catalog items only. star's warranty on "special products" is six (6)
months on parts sandwich maker grsm1u - lakeland - n do not place on or near hot gas, electric burners or
in a heated oven. n do not leave the lead hanging over the edge of a kitchen table or worktop. avoid contact
between the lead and hot surfaces. n do not wrap food in plastic film, polythene bags, or metal foil. this may
cause damage to the cooking plates and create a fire hazard. n do not touch hot surfaces; use the handle
whilst the ... sandwich maker with removable plates - fast - sandwich maker with removable plates user's
manual en en-1 ssm 9300 2011 10/2011 prior to using this appliance, please read the user's manual
thoroughly, even in cases, when one has instruction booklet - cuisinart - 10. do not place toaster on or
near a hot gas or electric burner or in a heated oven. 11. do not use this toaster for other than intended use.
12. oversize foods, metal foil packages or utensils must not be inserted in the toaster, as they may involve a
risk of fire or electric shock. 13. a fire may occur if the toaster is covered or touching flammable materials,
such as curtains, draperies or ... high speed grill panini - electrolux - special non-stick coating. • self
adjusting top plate to grill sandwiches from 10 up to 75 mm thick. • smooth 4 mm thick quartz glass bottom
cooking surface (250 x 250 mm). • independent temperature setting of the top and bottom plates from 150 to
250 °c (top) and from 150 to 280 °c (bottom). • automatic holding and opening system controlled by an
electromagnet. • automatic lifting ... impingement/radiant split-belt conveyor toaster - star’s warranty
on “special products” is six (6) months on parts and ninety (90) days on labor. the warranty period for ultramax hot plates, griddles, and char broilers is (3) years parts and labor. toaster - west bend® - kitchen
appliances - toaster must be plugged in for toast lever to lock in place. toast will pop up and toaster will turn
off when the selected color is reached. the toast cycle can be stopped any time by pressing the cancel button.
instruction and recipe booklet - cuisinart - do not place toaster oven broiler on or near a hot gas or
electric burner or in a heated oven. 11. do not use this toaster oven broiler for anything other than its intended
purpose. 12. extreme caution should be exercised when using containers constructed of materials other than
metal or glass in the toaster oven broiler. 13. to avoid burns, use extreme caution when removing tray or
disposing ... l5769 2-slice egg & muffin toaster - west bend - 2-slice toaster instruction manual register
this and other focus products group international products through our ... including discoloration, to any nonstick surface of the appliance. this warranty is null and void, as determined solely by the company, if the
appliance is damaged through accident, misuse, abuse, negligence, scratching, or if the appliance is altered in
any way. this ... breakfast - morphy richards - scan here to see a demonstration redefine breakfast range
seeing is believing visually stunning glass kettle and toaster with revolutionary glass technology that makes
perfect toast. 2 and 4-slice toasters tostadoras de 2 y 4 rebanadas - your toaster’s cord storage area
allows you to adjust the length of the power cord so that it is the exact length you desire. • to adjust the length
of the power cord: wrap the power cord around the 1 pan - 6 ways to cook! - when cooking over a gas
burner, make certain the flame touches only the pan bottom. your pan can become discolored and your pan
can become discolored and it is a waste of energy if the flame comes up the sides of the pan. important fire
safety information for your home - important fire safety information for your home stay safe from fire easy
read. fire can kill you and badly damage your home. but there are some simple things you can do to stop a fire
from starting. this leaflet tells you how to keep safe from fire. it also tells you what to do if a fire starts. what if
there is a fire at home? what if i cannot get out? what if my clothes catch fire? what if a ...
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